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Chapter 331: Adding Salt To Injur 

 

“What are all of you doing gathering around? Go on and focus on your work. It’s just a minor situation. 

Should both of you deputy commander-in-chiefs be here watching a show?” 

Between the two, Pheng Yaohua was his biggest obstacle. As for Luo Shangyi, he did not do anything nor 

look like he was much of a threat, but he seemed to be quite a cunning person. If he decided to join 

Peng Yaohua and aid him, Wang Gangyi would be in trouble. 

He did not want these two to join in the situation no matter what. 

He had a feeling he would be a goner if they had gotten involved. 

“Arresting my fiancée for no good reason and attempting to hold her in custody may seem like a minor 

matter to Deputy Commander-in-Chief Wang, but it is a very serious matter to me. In fact, it is a major 

situation! I am not letting this go if Deputy Commander-in-Chief Wang does not give me a proper 

explanation.” 

Wang Gangyi was about to die of anger at having a dumb teammate like Chi Yang. 

Which damn side was he on? Was he aware that Wang Gangyi had gotten into this mess in the first 

place because he was trying to matchmake Chi Yang with Ou Mingxi? 

He did not believe Chi Yang was unaware of this. 

Even so, why would he support this woman who had nothing to her name? 

“Deputy Commander-in-Chief Wang, since Chi Yang is here, why don’t you explain the situation to us. 

Zhong Nuannuan is the fiancée of an important officer from the military base and the future military 

wife of our base. No matter what has transpired between you two, was it really necessary to use such 

forceful means which are normally reserved for the enemy on her? Tell us your reasons. I believe Chi 

Yang is not an unreasonable person.” 

Only 

Leng Jinpeng’s words were clearly lending support to Chi Yang, so Wang Gangyi felt extremely nervous. 

He knew that with so many people watching him in this situation, it would be unacceptable for him to 

try and make light of his actions from earlier. He stared at Zhong Nuannuan as he repeated his words 

slowly and carefully. 

“Commander-in-chief, this matter originated from a situation two days ago. I’ve always thought highly 

of Chi Yang and wanted to introduce a good friend’s daughter to him. The girl is called Ou Mingxi. Her 

father is Ou Chenghe, the Deputy Governor of Jiang District. 

“I thought that Chi Yang and Ou Mingxi would make a good match as they were about the same age and 

so, I wanted to matchmake them. 
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“On the night I had Chi Yang over for dinner, I had not expected Zhong Nuannuan to barge into the 

dinner too. Naturally, things ended quite badly. I had never forced Chi Yang to pick Ou Mingxi, I just 

wanted him to make his own choice, which I would honor. However, Zhong Nuannuan had tagged along 

that night and expressed deep dissatisfaction over my actions. 

“This matter was supposed to be over as I felt that it was fine that Chi Yang did not accept the proposal. 

However, when I saw Zhong Nuannuan barging here on her own just now, I realized something about 

her did not look right as she seemed to be heading to floor the commander-in-chief was on. Hence, I 

stopped her and asked her reasons for being here. Despite this, she refused to explain and even called 

me a retard, which my two guards also heard. 

“When I noticed that something was wrong with her attitude, I thought Chi Yang had wanted to break 

up with her and I was worried she would do something extreme, so I got my guards to stop her. I didn’t 

expect her to hurt my guards and continue racing up here. You are not in good health, commander-in-

chief, and I was afraid she would cause you trouble, which was why I had her arrested. 

“I admit that I was a bit extreme with my ways and it was wrong of me. I am willing to give her an 

apology. If she was the esteemed guest of the commander-in-chief, she could have told me so. Why 

would I stop her then? Yet, she kept this a secret on purpose and did not tell me anything. She 

continuously scolded me as she kept attempting to head up the stairs. In a suspicious situation like this, 

how could I simply allow her to barge upstairs?” 
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When Pheng Yaohua heard that it was such a minor situation, he felt a little disappointed. However, he 

had also noticed that the commander-in-chief was acting protective over Chi Yang, so he tried his best to 

start trouble. 

“Deputy Commander-in-Chief Wang, this is where you’re wrong. Even though you’re not Chi Yang’s 

direct superior, you are still aware of the marriage report he had submitted. Did you consider our 

organization’s honor when you introduced a girl to him knowing full well he had a fiancée? 

“So, you’ve cased this young girl trouble and even detained her just because she gave one retort. How 

could you abuse your power like this?” 

Wang Gangyi knew Peng Yaohua would attempt to stir up trouble for him and had already pre-emptively 

prepared an excuse. 

“Isn’t it too serious to call this an act of detaining? All I wanted to do was to arrest her on the spot and 

get the guards to take her out. I’ve no intention of detaining her. In fact, you can ask her if I’ve caused 

any trouble for her. Zhong Nuannuan, say something. Have I caused you any trouble?” 

Wang Gangyi looked threateningly at Zhong Nuannuan. As long as she did not have major problems with 

her brain, she would not risk offending him over such a small matter. After all, no matter how much this 

situation was blown up, it would all be based on empty, unfounded words which would pose no threat 

to his future. 
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As long as he maintained his current position, there would be plenty of opportunities to get her back. 

That was why he was confident that if Zhong Nuannuan’s brain was not filled with straw, she would give 

the most reasonable reply. 

“Deputy Commander-in-Chief Wang, what’s with that look in your eyes? Are you pretending the 

commander-in-chief and I are dead by threatening my fiancée in front of me?” 

Wang Gangyi, “…” 

What has this to do with the commander-in-chief? 

Leng Jinpeng “…” 

What has this got to do with him? 

However, Chi Yang was looking dark and vicious as the pressuring aura emanating from him made Wang 

Gangyi uncomfortable. Hence, Wang Gangyi did not rebuke him. 

However, it made Wang Gangyi deeply unhappy that a mere captain would dare say something like this 

to him. 

Leng Jinpeng walked toward Zhong Nuannuan and used the key to unlock her handcuffs. He then said, 

“Girl, say whatever you need to no matter what. Uncle Leng will stand by you.” 

When the few deputy commander-in-chiefs heard the commander-in-chief refer to himself as Uncle 

Leng, they immediately understood that even though Zhong Nuannuan was the daughter of a mere 

commander, the commander-in-chief liked her immensely and approved of her. It did not matter if the 

commander-in-chief truly liked her or if it was all because of Chi Yang, at the end of the day, the 

commander-in-chief was determined to protect Zhong Nuannuan. 

Only 

The look on Wang Gangyi’s face worsened. 

He no longer dared to threaten Zhong Nuannuan, all he hoped was for her to be understanding. 

However… 

“Uncle Leng, this man is truly shameless. Not only did he not dare to introduce a girlfriend to Chi Yang in 

front of me, but he had also even threatened me and ordered me to know my place by giving Chi Yang 

up. The last time we met, he told me that I should let Chi Yang go if I loved him because the best option 

was to allow Chi Yang and Ou Mingxi to be together. The reason being that Ou Mingxi had the backing of 

the Deputy Governor of the Jiang District and him, the deputy commander-in-chief. If I chose to give up, 

Chi Yang would have a very bright future.” 

Zhong Nuannaun’s wrists were red after being released from the handcuffs. She looked pitifully at Chi 

Yang while Chi Yang caressed her wrists softly, empathizing with her predicament. She continued her 

complaint pitifully while enjoying Chi Yang massaging her hand. 

Wang Gangyi knew this was a stupid woman when he heard her answer and roared, “Zhong Nuannuan, 

you’re trying to frame me! I am a deputy commander-in-chief, how could I say something so filthy?” 



Zhong Nuannuan sneered. “You’re a filthy character anyway. What’s so shocking about you saying 

something so degrading?” 
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“Zhong Nuannuan, you’re too much! You’re saying this without proof, if you keep doing this, I can sue 

you for defamation!” 

Peng Yaohua on the side also helped Wang Gangyi for the first time ever, and said to Zhong Nuannuan, 

“That’s right, after all, Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang is the military base’s deputy commander-in-

chief, you can’t make irresponsible remarks without proof, little girl.” 

His tone suddenly changed. “However, if there’s proof, even if he’s the deputy commander-in-chief, I 

believe that the military base wouldn’t tolerate this kind of bullying.” 

Wang Gangyi was speechless. 

The angry Wang Gangyi sneered and looked at Leng Jinpeng. “Commander-in-chief, I know now that you 

have a good relationship with Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan, and I won’t shower affection on Chi Yang 

by being his matchmaker anymore. After all, it was also out of my good intentions that I introduced a 

girlfriend to Chi Yang. However, I was really wronged by Zhong Nuannuan today. Not to mention that 

there are rules and procedures for the promotion of military officers, I’m only a deputy commander-in-

chief with the rank of major general, how would it be possible for me to intervene in a captain’s 

promotional affairs? 

“Besides that, although I am familiar with Ou Mingxi, she’s not even my relative. Why would I threaten 

Zhong Nuannuan for her sake? Even if I really had such an idea, wouldn’t I do this in private instead of 

voicing it out so stupidly?” 

“Weren’t you just trying to flex your might in front of me? After all, I’m just the daughter of a mere 

commander, and getting rid of me is as easy as pinching an ant to death. My father is also a commander 

under your jurisdiction, so you can mess with my father first, and then mess with the Jiang Group after. 

Therefore, you were certain that I wouldn’t dare to speak up, and that’s why you threatened me.” 

“Zhong Nuannuan, what evidence do you have? You have to go to military court if you frame an 

important military officer like this!” 

Wang Gangyi did not expect Zhong Nuannuan to have such a strong temper to the point that she would 

dare bite off a piece of his flesh before death or try to ruin his reputation. 

“Let’s go! I really want to go to military court. Let’s see if the officer cadres cultivated by our country can 

commit crimes and do whatever they want with the power they possess!” 

After saying that, Zhong Nuannuan looked at Leng Jinpeng. “Uncle Leng, I request that Wang Gangyi be 

dealt with seriously. This is because he threatened me exactly like this earlier when we were downstairs 

as well.” 

“Commander-in-chief, I did not!” Wang Gangyi refused to admit his wrongs. 
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Leng Jinpeng ordered, “The corridors below are all monitored, go get the surveillance cameras.” 

“Yes.” 

The guards had already begun to leave after receiving the order when Wang Gangyi said with a blank 

expression, “Commander-in-chief, the surveillance cameras on the fifth floor are broken.” 

Leng Jinpeng’s face sank. “How long have they been broken?” 

“It’s been a while.” 

Only 

“Why didn’t you report it? The headquarters’ mandate dictates that the entire building must be 

monitored; If it’s broken, it must be reported immediately. Since you already knew that it was broken, 

why didn’t you report it?” 

Peng Yaohua added fuel to the fire. “Some time ago, the surveillance cameras at my place were broken, 

and I reported it immediately, so why didn’t you report it, Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang?” 

Wang Gangyi was no longer in the mood to deal with this shit stirrer, but he could not make any more 

enemies at this moment. He had to settle the current matter at hand first. 

“Yes, commander-in-chief, this incident is a work mistake on my behalf, and I did not handle it well. 

Commander-in-chief, please punish me.” As long as there was no evidence, there was no way to convict 

him. 

Leng Jinpeng had a very ugly expression on his face. 

It had already been half a year since he had come to Jiang District’s military base, and to be honest, he 

was not satisfied with the few deputy commander-in-chiefs here. 

One of his main tasks for coming here was to identify the traitors, eliminate the parasites, and give Jiang 

District’s military base a major reorganization. 
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However, because of his body, although those people were ready to take action, none of them actually 

made a move. Instead, they simply silently hoped for him to die so that they could take action after his 

fall. 

In truth, if Wang Gangyi had really said such things to threaten Nuannuan, he was completely within his 

right to use this as an excuse to investigate him. However, without the surveillance footage, there was 

no way to turn this into a cause for investigation. 

“It just so happens that the last time Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang invited me for dinner, I was 

afraid that something bad might happen, so I recorded the whole process. My cell phone recorded 

everything he said to that Deputy Governor Ou at the dinner table that day.” 
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When Chi Yang’s words fell, Wang Gangyi’s expression darkened. 

He did not take action on Chi Yang for his extremely rude attitude, but Chi Yang attacked him without 

mercy instead! 

“Chi Yang, you’re too much, I did this for your own sake, but you even recorded me!” 

“Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang, you know in your heart whether you’re really doing this for my own 

good, or whether you simply intend to use me to seek connections with the commander-in-chief.” 

“So what if you have the recording? What I said that day was the truth. You and Ou Mingxi are indeed 

better together compared to a mere civilian like Zhong Nuannuan. Am I wrong?” 

“Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang, you’re not taking the organization seriously. After all, Zhong 

Nuannuan had already passed the organizational review, and their union was agreed upon.” 

“You shut up!” 

Wang Gangyi glared fiercely at Peng Yaohua, who was motivated by a desire to see the world in chaos. 

This person had unashamedly displayed his ugly side when he tried to get rid of him earlier. 

“Well, if the things in my Big Brother Chi Yang’s hands are useless, what about the things in my hands?” 

After saying that, Zhong Nuannuan fished out a cell phone from her large clothing bag to reveal a 

recording symbol flashing brightly on it. 

Wang Gangyi’s face instantly turned pale. 

“When I was halfway up the fourth floor, I saw that you, Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang, were about 

to come out. Remembering that our previous encounter went very negatively, in order to prevent you 

from doing anything unbecoming, I pressed the record button even before we met.” 

After all, she had X-ray vision, and Wang Gangyi had not left the office at that time. Originally, at her 

previous pace, she could have easily eluded the other party completely. However, not only did she not 

avoid him, she even slowed down her pace and turned on the recording as she walked upstairs. 

In fact, not only did she turn on the recording, she even turned on the camera attached to her body. 

At this point, she was a ticking time-bomb. 

At that time, Wang Gangyi tried desperately to pair Chi Yang with Ou Mingxi despite knowing that he 

had a marriage contract, and by doing so, he had already stepped on her toes. Adding to the fact that 

after she, the wronged partner arrived later, not only did this person not feel the least bit 

uncomfortable, he even threatened her with his higher-than-thou attitude… 

Haha. 

After experiencing this, Zhong Nuanuan decided even if she could not bring him down today, she would 

make it her duty to ensure that he eventually bit the dust! 

Zhong Nuannuan pressed the replay button as she said this. 

Only 



After that, Wang Gangyi’s voice was heard. He threatened Zhong Nuannuan by claiming that he would 

deal with Zhong Kuijun and the Jiang Group, then went out to detail the agreement to let Zhong Kuijun 

become the director of equipment operations if Zhong Nuannuan agreed to break off the engagement. 

Although recordings were not used as evidence in general courts, the military base’s justice department 

was different. The recording in Zhong Nuannuan’s hands was already more than enough for him to be 

dealt with. 

Wang Gangyi’s face immediately went pale. 

It was over. 

He was done for! 

Completely done for!!! 

He had intended to hook up with the commander-in-chief through Chi Yang, so that he could 

recommend him to the commander-in-chief’s position before he stepped down. However, he did not 

expect to meet an unexpected failure. 
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He had really never taken Zhong Nuannuan as a threat. 

He was also never worried that Chi Yang would give up on Ou Mingxi, who had such good attributes, and 

be insistent on choosing Zhong Nuannuan instead. 

He did not even expect Zhong Nuannuan to have a screw loose. She did not follow the standard 

procedure at all, and would not acknowledge his threats. 

As for himself, not only was he unable to mess with Zhong Kuijun and the Jiang Group, he got himself 

involved in this trouble instead. 

At this moment, after experiencing the huge blow, Wang Gangyi was dazed. He could not understand 

how he had gotten to this point today. 

“Hello, Director-General Yang, this is Leng Jinpeng. Bring someone over here.” 

Leng Jinpeng hung up the phone and looked at Wang Gangyi, whose expression was extremely sour. 

“Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang, Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan’s marriage report was reviewed and 

agreed upon by Chief of Staff Qu and myself. If you have any dissatisfactions, you can discuss it with 

Chief of Staff Qu and I. 

“However, when the marriage report was publicly announced, you did not have any objections. 

Therefore, after the application was approved, you must respect Chi Yang, obey the organization’s 

decision, and maintain basic etiquette and attitude toward Zhong Nuannuan, the prospective military 

wife. 
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“However, as a commander of the military base, instead of showing a decent attitude, you attempted to 

use your authority to threaten Nuannuan via Commander Zhong and the Jiang Group, and even offered 

Commander Zhong benefits which violate our organization’s disciplinary rules. Although you have not 

actually done any of these things, and so it does not constitute a crime, the words you have uttered 

represent a serious violation.” 

“Commander-in-chief, is there anything you need?” 

Yang Mingkun, the director-general of the military base’s justice department had not gotten off work 

yet, and he soon rushed up from the third floor with people behind him. 

Leng Jinpeng allowed Yang Mingkun to listen to the recording. “Director-general Yang, this matter is left 

to you, you must give our military officers and future military wife a fair solution.” 

Yang Mingkun immediately gave a military salute. “Yes, you can rest assured, Commander-in-Chief, I 

promise to complete the task.” 

After speaking, he looked toward Wang Gangyi sternly. “Deputy Commander-in-chief Wang, let’s go.” 

Wang Gangyi’s face at the moment was snow-white. 

Once he was taken away by Yang Mingkun, this incident would become a stain on his image no matter 

how hard he tried to remove it. 

If nothing else, his path to becoming the military base’s commander-in-chief was all but completely 

gone. 

Chi Yang! 

Zhong Nuannuan! 

Wang Gangyi’s heart was filled with hatred. 

Most of his glorious life had been completely ruined just because he tried to play matchmaker. 

He really hated them! 

He did not feel apologetic at all! 

Only 

They made his life end here at this moment. He swore that when this incident had passed, he would 

definitely spare no effort to get rid of Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan. 

Seeing the figure of Wang Gangyi being taken away by two officers from the military base’s justice 

department, sparks of excitement burst out of Peng Yaohua’s eyes. 

Leng Jinpeng’s body had already reached the end of its tether, and he could not hold on for long. As long 

as Leng Jinpeng surrendered his position, he could reap his rewards without any effort. 

When the former commander-in-chief at the military base left, one of the three amongst them should 

have gotten his position, but unexpectedly, a commander-in-chief with a strong background was 

transferred from Emperor District. 



Fortunately, he was a sick man, and once he died, it would not make sense for Emperor District to 

transfer another person, right? Therefore, once Leng Jinpeng’s body was completely expired, there was 

at least a 95% possibility that the commander-in-chief’s position would be given to him. 

No one thought that such a huge, unexpected event would happen on a peaceful evening. 

After Wang Gangyi was taken away, everyone took their leave after offering random excuses. Thus, only 

Chi Yang, Zhong Nuannuan, Leng Jinpeng and Qu Mingyi were left looking at each other. 
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“Okay, take off that sour face of yours, you’ll scare Little Girl Nuan like this.” Leng Jinpeng saw that Chi 

Yang’s anger had not dissipated, and hurriedly smoothed things over. 

His words struck a chord in Chi Yang’s heart and Chi Yang quickly retracted the gloomy aura surrounding 

his body as he looked toward Zhong Nuannuan. 

“Does it hurt?” 

When he spoke, Chi Yang’s gaze was so soft… Leng Jinpeng and Qu Mingyi looked at each other, both 

their mouths felt puckery, and all they had left to do was to cover their eyes. 

Zhong Nuannuan shook her head. “It doesn’t hurt at all. How about that, was I good? I managed to 

destroy a deputy commander-in-chief with just a few words, hahaha!” 

Leng Jinpeng interrupted at the right time. “His charge is currently only limited to threats as he has not 

done any substantial harm yet. Therefore, based on this incident, the organization will give him a serious 

demerit at most. However, he’s a person who has a goal to strive for, and after this demerit, I predict 

that he won’t be able to get promoted anymore.” 

Zhong Nuannuan was satisfied with Wang Gangyi’s downfall. She had never thought that she could 

destroy the other party completely just because of this trivial matter. 

As long as Wang Gangyi went into prison, even if it was because of a small incident, she had the ability 

to stop him from coming out again. 

However, she had to do these things in secret, so it was impossible for her to voice out her plans so 

openly. 

Chi Yang also shared the same ideas as Zhong Nuannuan. 

Although he did not say anything, the trace of gloom that flashed across the depths of his eyes displayed 

Wang Gangyi’s tragic ending. 

How dare he threaten his fiancée!!! 

He needed to be stopped from ever coming out again! 

Chi Yang rubbed Zhong Nuannuan’s head. “Okay, don’t think about him anymore. Let’s go in.” 
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“Okay.” 

Zhong Nuannuan did not like to be surrounded by onlookers whenever she was treating Leng Jinpeng. 

Therefore, although Qu Mingyi was also very curious to know how she would administer her 

acupuncture treatment to the commander-in-chief, he still returned to his office tactfully. 

“Uncle Leng, I asked you to prescribe all the medicines for liver and stomach diseases that can be 

provided by the hospital at the military base before this. Have you done so?” 

Leng Jinpeng laughed and said, “Dr Zhong, you’ve already ordered me to do so, so how could I not?” 

After saying that, he piled up more than 30 types of prescribed medicines in front of Zhong Nuannuan. 

Only 

Even if he had still doubted Zhong Nuannuan before, after the last acupuncture session, Leng Jinpeng 

had continuously looked forward to the next session. 

This was because after Zhong Nuannuan had administered the acupuncture treatment the last time, he 

felt that his whole body had become much more relaxed. Especially on the next day, whereby he felt 

that he was about to return to his peak state. However, on the second night, his liver area began to ache 

faintly again, and on the third day, the pain made him occasionally break out into a sweat again. 

He explained his situation again, then asked seriously, “Nuannuan, can I not be saved?” 

“How can that be so?” 

“Little girl, I’ve specifically sent Ye Hai away today, you have good medical skills, so just tell me 

everything frankly. Previously, although the hospital at the military base did not directly say that I would 

die, I know that they said my illness will definitely develop into cancer, and it’s only a matter of time 

until that happens. Moreover, I also heard another saying that my liver cirrhosis has already developed 

ascites, and it’s possible that I might die even before the cancer appears.” 

Zhong Nuannuan smiled and said, “Uncle Leng, I’m not lying to you. Since I’ve said that I can cure you, 

you will definitely get well. I still want to see the hopeless faces of those people who want to take your 

position while you’re ill. 

“As for what you felt over the past few days, it’s completely normal. After all, you’ve only had 

acupuncture done once, so it’s already very good for it to have such an effect. However, I have to ask, 

Uncle Leng, do you take any medicine when it hurts?” 
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Leng Jinpeng shook his head. “You told me not to take medicine indiscriminately, so apart from the 

medicine you listen, I didn’t even take painkillers when they asked me to. I didn’t get any injections too.” 

“Uncle Leng, you’re a really obedient patient. Well done.” 
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Leng Jinpeng smiled after getting the praise from Zhong Nuannuan. Chi Yang’s gaze on his fiancée was 

also extremely soft. 

His fiancée was the best doctor in the world. 

“Let me take a look at the medicine you were prescribed.” 

After speaking, Zhong Nuannuan sat on Leng Jinpeng’s office seat, took out the instruction manuals for 

all the medicine, then began to study them. 

On the other hand, Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang sat on the sofa in silence, making sure that Zhong 

Nuannuan had absolute quiet. 

Suddenly, someone knocked on the door. 

“Report, Commander-in-Chief, Deputy Commander-in-chief Peng is looking for you.” 

Leng Jinpeng glanced at Zhong Nuannuan, who was concentrating on the medicine list. Then he stood 

up and went to open the door in person. 

After opening the door, Leng Jinpeng walked out and closed the door behind him immediately. 

Peng Yaohua promptly greeted the incoming person with a smile when he saw the door open. 

Unexpectedly, he saw the commander-in-chief walking out. 

During the split second that the door was closed, Peng Yaohua saw that Zhong Nuannuan was actually 

sitting in the commander-in-chief’s seat while reading something, while Chi Yang was sitting on the sofa 

to the side. 

If so… Where did the commander-in-chief sit just now? 

Peng Yaohua was shocked by his own observation. 

It seemed that Zhong Nuannuan was not an ordinary person! 

Wang Gangyi’s death was really not a wrongful one. 

“Commander-in-chief.” Peng Yaohua looked at Leng Jinpeng with a smile, then handed the things in his 

hands over to Leng Jinpeng. 

“This is a drug brought back by my friend in Sab that can enhance liver metabolism. My friend is a senior 

surgical expert from Sab, he told me that although this medicine has not been officially circulated, its 

effects are very good. Almost all patients with advanced liver cirrhosis had improved with varying 

degrees after eating this medicine. It’s particularly effective for pain relief too. 

“Commander-in-chief, I see that you always sweat profusely because of your pain, so would you like to 

try this medicine? I don’t know how this medicine will affect you, so don’t take much. If its effect is 

good, just let me know and I’ll get my friend to prescribe the medicine to you.” 

Fearing that Leng Jinpeng would not accept it, Peng Yaohua quickly added, “This medicine is not 

expensive, but it’s a token of my appreciation.” 



Leng Jinpeng smiled very elegantly, showing a side of him completely different from his earlier 

toughness when he had dealt with Wang Gangyi. 

“Your appreciation is very precious, I’ll accept this medicine, but I’ll pay for the exact price of it. Look, 

you handed me ten boxes of medicine at one go, I can’t bother you and make you pay for me.” 

Peng Yaohua laughed and said, “Okay, commander-in-chief, you can give me 4700 dollars then. Each box 

of this medicine costs 470 dollars.” 

“Sure.” Leng Jinpeng looked to his personal security guard, Chen Wei, and said, “Go and get 4700 dollars 

for Deputy Commander-in-chief Peng.” 

“Yes.” 

“Commander-in-Chief, you have to take this medicine then!” 

Only 

“Okay, I’ll accept the medicine, thank you.” 

“You’re welcome, Commander-in-Chief.” 

Peng Yaohua left joyfully after trying to increase his favorability with Leng Jinpeng. 

Not only did he get rid of that stumbling block, Wang Gangyi today, he also made a good impression in 

front of the commander-in-chief. 

Peng Yaohua returned to his own office, immediately picked up his cell phone and made a call to Sab. 

“The medicine has been passed to the commander-in-chief. Is it really that effective?” 

A man’s voice came from the other end of the phone. “He just needs to eat it once to know whether it’s 

effective or not. People with advanced liver cirrhosis usually die of pain, and this medicine has a 

powerful analgesic effect, so he just needs to eat it once to fall in love with it.” 
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A smile appeared on Peng Yaohua’s face. “That’s good. I have acquaintances in the hospital of the 

military base, they told me that his liver cirrhosis is already very serious, and he even has hepatic ascites 

infiltration in certain areas. With these kinds of developments, he could already die of pain without it 

having to evolve to liver cancer. With me giving him the medicine, coupled with the military base 

hospital’s adjuvant treatment… Will he be able to recover?” 

If he really did recover, then Peng Yaohua would have to bang his head on the wall. 

“Don’t worry. You don’t even need to consider late stage liver cirrhosis with liver ascites, this medicine 

can’t even do much for people with general late stage liver cirrhosis. It only has an analgesic effect, 

whereby a person will become addicted after taking it for a long time.” 
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Peng Yaohua was taken aback, and then said angrily, “Are you sabotaging me? Do you think the 

commander-in-chief will take this medicine immediately after receiving it? If he gets someone to test 

the medicine and finds out that the analgesic inside it is addictive, do you think I’ll make it to see the 

sunrise?” 

“Don’t worry, this was developed only in our country, and it was developed by the most mysterious 

genius pharmacist in our country. Who could possibly analyze all the ingredients in whatever concoction 

he developed? That genius pharmacist was about to destroy this thing because it was addictive, but it 

was rescued by other researchers. 

“Therefore, just rest assured that your country of Camino still doesn’t have the advanced medical 

technology needed to analyze the addictive ingredients in this. Even if the ingredients are eventually 

identified, your boss would be long gone. To be honest, although this medicine is addictive, it can also 

mitigate his pain greatly. I daresay he will even thank you.” 

After making sure that this medicine could not cure Leng Jinpeng, and would also relieve his pain at the 

same time, Peng Yaohua finally relaxed and hung up the phone. 

He could not wait for Leng Jinpeng to come and thank him with a smile. 

If he did this act of heroism, he firmly believed that Leng Jinpeng would lend him his support before he 

died. 

As for Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan, who were in Leng Jinpeng’s office, Peng Yaohua did not really 

guve them much of an aftethought. 

No matter how powerful Chi Yang was, he was only a captain, and when it came to his promotion, he 

would not be an obstacle. Not only was he not a stumbling block, after he had improved his relationship 

with Leng Jinpeng, Chi Yang might even become a big help on his path to meritorious service… 

Thinking of this, Peng Yaohua felt that today was really a happy and exciting day. 

He could almost see the day when he would soon take the position of commander-in-chief. 

He had asked about this before and was he would have to wait for a year at most. 

If his liver ascites could be suppressed this time, it would definitely develop into liver cancer within half 

a year. 

If it could not be kept under control, when the ascites eventually comes and brings with it the rotting of 

the internal organs, he would not even be able to hold on for another year. 

Peng Yaohua sat alone in the office for a long time, quietly joyful. 

Only 

Meanwhile, Leng Jinpeng returned to the office after receiving the medicine. 

“Little girl, Deputy Commander-in-chief Peng gave me some medicine earlier, saying that it’s the latest 

development from Sab, and it has not entered the market yet. Apparently, they’ve done many trials on 

patients with liver cirrhosis and claim that the effects are astounding.” 



Zhong Nuannuan’s eyes lit up, and she looked up her list. “Let me have a look at it.” 

“Sure.” 

Leng Jinpeng quickly placed the bags in front of Zhong Nuannuan. 

After taking out the medicine and removing its packaging, she saw its pharmacology printed on the 

bottle. Although the characters were small, it was enough for Zhong Nuannuan to see clearly. 

However, after reading the contents of the bottle clearly, Zhong Nuannuan’s gaze turned cold. She 

opened the bottle and poured a tablet out—— 
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After that, she took out a piece of paper, grounded the medicine into powder, put a little powder onto 

her tongue, then tasted it. Instantly, her gaze became even colder. 

“Is this the medicine that the deputy-commander-in-chief who joined on the dogpiling of Deputy 

Commander-in-chief Wang gave you earlier?” 

Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang raised their eyebrows, and Leng Jinpeng asked, “Why? Is there a problem 

with it?” 

There was a problem alright! 

There was a huge problem! 

She was the one that had developed the ingredients of this medicine in the past, but she later felt that it 

had too many negative effects on people, so she gave up on this line of pharmacology. 

However, the things that were abandoned and destroyed by her were now about to enter Sab’s market. 

This could only mean that there was a spy among the group of scientific researchers that she recruited 

back then who stole the items she had strictly ordered to be discarded, and who had even salvaged 

some of the waste. 

The only word that could be used to describe what happened in her research and development 

company was ‘unimaginable’. This group of people were really not afraid of death! How dare they 

disobey her orders! 

Of course, it was impossible for Zhong Nuannuan to tell Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang these things. 

“Uncle Leng, there is a big problem with this medicine.” 

Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang looked at each other, and then looked back at Zhong Nuannuan, waiting for 

her to continue. 

“This medicine contains a variety of pharmacological materials that do not constitute neurostimulant 

ingredients.” 
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As Zhong Nuannuan was speaking, she took out some pen and paper to write out some obscure, 

enigmatic pharmacology, then drew some pharmacological structure diagrams. 

After finishing the drawings, she explained, “Look, Uncle Leng, there are a total of seven main 

pharmacologies in this. 

“Among these pharmacologies, these two are analgesic, which is to inhibit the activation of nerve cells, 

this one has an anti-anxiety effect, this one has an antidepressant effect, and these two are to 

accelerate the metabolism of enzymes in the body. These pharmacologies alone are no problem, and 

even seem to have a very good inhibitory effect on your condition. However, the combination of these 

three pharmacologies that I’ve circled will synthesize this group of toxins below, and these two groups 

of pharmacologies mixed together will produce this type of toxin. 

“Although those two enzyme metabolizing drugs do have an effect on your liver, the newly produced 

toxins will not only obliterate this weak positive effect, but will also place a greater burden on your liver. 

Your liver can now be said to be at the end of its tether, and it simply cannot withstand such a heavy 

load. 

“Therefore, after you take this medicine, it will make your pain go away and make you feel as if your 

body is much better, or even back to normal, but within just four months, the toxins in your body will 

erupt completely. By then, the pain will reappear, and it will always signal the end of your life. This 

medicine can be said to be the final nail in the coffin.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s words made Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang’s faces darken. 

Only 

“Uncle Leng, if you don’t believe me, these are the names of the drugs contained. You can ask 

specialized drug supervisors to test the drugs to see if they can identify them. After that, you can ask 

them to combine these few to see if they will form the last two sets of toxins that I mentioned. Next, 

feed these toxins to healthy white mice and see how long it will take for them to die after 

consumption.” 

Leng Jinpeng called Chen Wei in, handed him Zhong Nuannuan’s note and a bottle of medicine, and then 

repeated to him what Zhong Nuannuan had told him. 

“Yes, I will do it immediately.” 

“Remember to keep it secret.” 

“Yes.” 

After Chen Wei left, Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang looked at Zhong Nuannuan with a curious expression. 

Upon seeing the two pairs of eager eyes, Zhong Nuannuan felt a little embarrassed. 
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She scratched her head. “Why are you two looking at me?” 

Chi Yang’s eyes were filled with happiness and satisfaction. 

“Nuannuan, you’re amazing!” 

Leng Jinpeng was also astonished. “Little Girl Nuan, how did you manage to analyze the pharmaceutical 

ingredients of Western medicine with just a little taste? You even analyzed it so thoroughly. I feel that 

this could only be made through the detailed analysis of precision instruments!” 

“…” Zhong Nuannuan looked at Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang with a smile, but in her heart, she secretly 

went through several kinds of lies, and finally chose an excuse that was both easier to understand and 

was far from the truth. 

“My master accepted me as a disciple and taught me acupuncture in the beginning because my memory 

was so strong that it was almost genius-like. In order to train me, not only did he teach me how to 

recognize acupuncture points and learn techniques, he even taught me how to recognize herbs and 

learn both Chinese and Western medicine. Therefore, not only do I know more than 57,000 types of 

acupuncture therapies, I can also identify almost all Chinese herbal medicines and Western medicines, 

so I know almost all the principles of Chinese and Western medicine and drug combinations. In many 

cases I can recognize the pharmaceutical ingredients contained in drugs using just my taste. This is my 

secret, now that I’ve told you about it, please remember to keep it a secret for me.” 

Both Leng Jinpeng and Chi Yang were speechless. 

When she saw that both of them were silent, Zhong Nuannuan thought that they still did not believe 

her. “… What’s wrong?” 

Chi Yang shook his head, walked to Zhong Nuannuan and leaned down. He kissed Zhong Nuannuan on 

the lips in front of Leng Jinpeng, and only stopped after seven seconds. 

“Nothing, I just think that my future wife is really incredible. I feel that I have such good foresight since I 

was able to notice you at a glance from amongst the vast crowd. I feel that I’m the happiest man in the 

world since I chose you.” 

Leng Jinpeng was dumbfounded. ‘… Can you protect the animals please?’1 

Chi Yang was not a person who could express his thoughts very well, and Zhong Nuannuan felt very 

happy that he could confess to her like this. She felt happier than back when she had a candlelight 

dinner with Chi Yang. 

Therefore, although she felt a little shy, Zhong Nuannuan felt that she should still encourage Chi Yang’s 

serious confession. 

Hence, she reached out and hooked her hands around Chi Yang’s neck. The moment the other party 

understood her intentions, he immediately bent over and leaned forward. Zhong Nuannuan slightly sat 

upright, and met Chi Yang’s lips. 

After kissing Chi Yang’s lips, she still felt that it was not enough, so she kissed his firm and defined 

cheeks again, and then looked at him very seriously. “Being able to be found by you also made me the 

happiest woman in this world.” 



Standing alone in the middle of the office, Leng Jinpeng could not help rubbing his slightly aching eyes. 

He suddenly wanted to call Qu Mingyi over. 

He felt like he could not finish this huge pile of dog food alone! 

Watching the couple completely ignoring his existence, one of them sitting on his office chair and the 

other leaning on his desk with that affectionate look… 

Leng Jinpeng coughed to interrupt them, wanting to remind them that everyone was responsible for 

caring for animals. 

However, he was extremely sad to find that the couple had already reached the state of his non-

existence, and could not hear his reminder at all. 

Only 

What could he do? 

He felt very helpless too! 

“Knock knock knock!” 

Qu Mingyi heard the knock on the door and thought it was a security guard, so he said casually, “Come 

in.” 

At the next moment, the door was opened, and he saw Leng Jinpeng walking in. 

Qu Mingyi hurriedly got up. “Commander-in-chief? Why are you here?” 

Leng Jinpeng walked into Qu Mingyi’s office, saw a pack of cigarettes on his desk, and his Adam’s apple 

could not help but quiver. He casually picked up a cigarette and prepared to light it up. 


